The 38th ISCEV Symposium, which took place last year, was the last symposium of the century: the Millennium Symposium. It was organized by Dr Vaegan, from February 13th to 17th 2000 at the historical site of St. John's College in Sydney, Australia. I would first of all like to express my gratitude to Dr Vaegan for the wonderful organization of this successful meeting. The ISCEV Symposium was held in Australia for the very first time, and the meeting proved to be one of the most successful, attracting a large number of international attendees. The season was just perfect; the agenda of the meeting reflected everyone's interests; the events planned based on Dr Vaegan's unique ideas were all quite enjoyable. The abstracts of the meeting were also displayed on the internet for the second time, which proved to be very beneficial. The internet has now become an important tool of the society. Almost 200 people registered for the meeting; together with their accompanying persons, the meeting had close to 250 people. Additionally, I have been told that this meeting gathered the largest number of participating countries.

In addition to the 4th ISCEV Teaching Course in Standard Techniques, held prior to the main meeting, the 38th ISCEV also attempted to hold the First Ever ISCEV Course in Multifocal Techniques, which took place one day after the main symposium, and many attendees stayed for this meeting as well. We did not have a single day of rain during the meeting; the weather was perfect without being too cold or too hot and all of us thoroughly enjoyed our visit to Australia. Once again, I express my sincere gratitude to Dr Vaegan for the wonderful job he did.

The recipient of the Eberhard Dodt Award, which was inaugurated in 1996, was Mr. Mohan Ram from India, who has taken a thread used for embroidery and used it to develop a very inexpensive but accurate electrode for pattern ERG. I understand that there are many physicians in India beginning to apply clinical ERG, and Mr. Ram's receiving the award will, I am sure, be a great inspiration to them all. Unfortunately Prof Dodt's widow, Mrs. Elke Dodt, who every year has attended the ceremony and congratulated the recipient, could not attend the meeting this time. We all missed her but she did write a very heartfelt letter, which I had the honour to read at the award ceremony.
I am happy to inform you that the projects on guidelines for recording ERGs are progressing well. The pattern ERG guidelines, a project headed by Prof Michael Bach, were published in Documenta Ophthalmologica during the year 2000, and I am grateful for this accomplishment. Because of the effort of the committee headed by Prof Michael Marmor, the multifocal ERG guidelines will soon be completed too; these guidelines include the finest detail and are expected to be a significant tool for researchers using multifocal ERG. They will be appreciated and respected by all, I am quite sure.

Looking back over the past year, I recall many things that we have encountered. One very happy event was that Prof Paul Sieving, who served as ISCEV treasurer for 8 years (from 1985 to 1993) and who has also given significant academic support to the society, was chosen to become the director of the NEI this year. This is a great honour to the society as well as to Paul, and on behalf of the members, I take this opportunity to congratulate him. He also has received the 2001 Alcon Award and this deserves further recognition.

There was also an exciting new initiative in our society: today, through CEVnet we have a new method of communication among the members. This project was initiated by Dr Scott Brodie, New York, USA to exchange ideas and information on clinical electrophysiology by email. This was a great idea and is already being well used for timely exchange of information and honest opinions. I am sure it will be long enjoyed by members.

There was, too, a sad event. On March 13th 2001, Dr ‘Fried van Lith passed away. He had long been contributing as an ISCEV Board member, and when I first became interested in the society, he was serving as the Secretary-General. While, at that time, I had just started focal macular ERG, his accomplishments were already well recognized. He was my mentor and friend, and it saddens me deeply to know that I will never be able to see him again. On behalf of ISCEV, I wrote a letter of condolence to his wife, Mrs. Mieke van Lith, and I will continue to pray that he may rest in peace.

I am proud that ISCEV continues to grow and progress, and I feel our accomplishments need to be shared with other fields of medicine. The 2001 ISCEV Symposium is being planned by Prof Lachapelle’s great team, and we all look forward to getting together and discussing subjects of mutual interest in Montreal very soon. Let us strive, through our publications and through our contacts with other societies, to ensure that the achievements of our society are recognised worldwide.

Yozo Miyake, MD, President of ISCEV

Secretary-General

The Secretary-General writes:

Your Journal Needs You!

It needs your support; it needs your understanding; it needs your manuscripts.

Since the beginning of the new millennium Documenta Ophthalmologica has been the official ISCEV journal; it is our journal and we can make it what we want. It’s a great opportunity and challenge.

When we took it over we recognised that it was a niche journal with a relatively low impact factor, a too long publication lead-time and sporadic distribution problems. Now, I think it is fair to say it is a niche journal with a relatively low impact factor, a too long publication lead-time and chronic distribution problems.

It’s best to be honest about these things.

The Board is aware of the problems, which are all too apparent. It is also aware of the considerable hard work by the Editor and others to overcome them and the significant progress that has been made. This is as yet, not so apparent. Let me deal with the four factors one at a time:

1. It is a niche journal… Yes, there is nothing else it can be. There is plenty of room in the market for a niche journal. We just must make it an excellent niche journal.

2. …with a relatively low impact factor… Yes, but we can improve this. Recent issues have been of a high quality and some, such as the Multifocal Special Issue will become “benchmark” publications that are bound to be much cited.

3. …and a too long publication lead-time… Yes, and we’re doing something about it. We have taken back control of the manuscript flow process from Kluwer and we will publish a schedule of turn-around times after the Board Meeting this year. We’re well aware that quick publication is important to authors. It’s something we should be able to offer with our own journal. And we will.

4. …and chronic distribution problems. Yes, last year was the worst ever. Some of us didn’t get any issues at all. And because of the history of sporadic distribution problems, many weren’t even aware that they weren’t getting them. Perhaps we can take consolation in the fact that it cannot possibly get any worse. On the positive side I can report that there have been staff changes at Kluwer and there is now a real determination to get it right.

All of this is just the framework—a very necessary framework, to be sure, only a framework— for the journal to thrive. The engine of its success will be a steady flow of good quality manuscripts. And that is down to all of us.

Let us do that little bit extra and turn the presentation we have prepared for the symposium into a manuscript. Let us be that little bit chauvinistic and think first of our own journal when we have some good stuff to report. Then we can be that little bit proud that our journal is the first place that anyone looks if they want to know about what’s hot in clinical electrophysiology of vision…

Colin Barber, PhD

ISCEV Treasurer’s Report: 01 Jan 2000 - 31 Dec 2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCOME CREDITS</th>
<th>EXPENSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Membership dues</td>
<td>Check handling fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of which: Regular &amp; Junior US$30,295</td>
<td>US$400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate US$500</td>
<td>Credit card handling fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Income</td>
<td>Secretary-General office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kluwer Academic Publisher</td>
<td>Editors office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symposium Income (Sydney)</td>
<td>Treasurer's office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>student grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Gonen-Ganani Ltd (Israel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NET BALANCE FOR 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Eimiko Adachi, ISCEV Treasurer
Elections

- The results of the elections in 2000 are as follows:
  - Vice-president (Asia/Australia): Y Oguchi
  - Vice-president (Europe/Africa): GFA Harding
  - Secretary (Europe/Africa): U Kellner
  - Member-at-Large: M Bach
  - Member-at-Large: P Lachapelle

- Elections for the following Board positions are due in 2001:
  - Secretary (Asia/Australia): Position vacated by Y Oguchi (Not eligible for re-election)
  - Editor: Position vacated by JV Odom (Willing to stand for re-election, having served one term)
  - Secretary (Americas): Position vacated by R Weleber (Willing to stand for re-election, having served one term)
  - Members-at-Large: New position (there are no geographical restrictions)

Regional reports

**AMERICAS**
The Western Hemisphere Division of the ISCEV meeting, also known as ISCEV@ARVO, was held 28 April 2001, at the Fort Lauderdale Convention Center, Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Carolyn Weleber served as the Administrative Associate in charge of organizing the conference. Drs. Richard Weleber and Bill Dawson chaired the sessions. One-hundred and four participants from around the world attended. The first session of the afternoon was devoted to "Multifocal ERG and ERG Components and Techniques." The second session focused on "Electrophysiology in Clinical Disease, Animal Models, and Other Topics." Eighteen presentations were given during the two afternoon sessions. The dinner which followed was attended by members and guests. This was the second year for which ISCEV@ARVO was held at the Convention Center and was the best attended meeting so far. Everyone expressed support to continue having the meeting at this site.

The 2002 ARVO@ISCEV meeting will be held Saturday afternoon, 1:00-6:00 PM, May 4th, at the Fort Lauderdale Convention Center, 1900 S.E. 17th Street Causeway, Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Free parking will be available in the same structure used for the ARVO meeting. Following the scientific sessions, a gourmet buffet dinner is planned for the participants and their guests at the Convention Center. Further information on this meeting will be available in late Fall 2001. Please contact Carolyn Weleber, at 503/494-8386 or by email (weleberc@ohsu.edu), for further details.

**ASIA-AUSTRALIA**
Japan. The 48 annual meeting of Japanese Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision was held at Morioka city from 28 to 30 Sept 2000 by Prof Yutaka Tazawa in Iwate Medical School. Participants were 108 in this meeting. One inviting lecture by Prof Dr Paul A. Sieving, three memorial lectures by Prof Dr Yozo Miyake, Prof Dr Kazuo Kawasaki and Prof Dr Emiko Adachi, one symposium of “Cone ERG update” organized by Dr Ronald A Bush and Prof Dr Masayuki Horiguchi and 42 free papers were given. The next meeting will be held in Mie Prefecture from 16-17 November 2001 by Prof Dr Yukitaka Uji in School of Medicine Mie University. (Reported by Y Oguchi)

Australia and New Zealand. The department of health of the Australian government has accepted the ISCEV standards as the fundamental set of acceptable procedures, to be used as the basis for calculating reimbursements. They also recognised dark adaptometry. The pattern ERG is recognised as a separate and different test from the ERG and the EOG (where it had previously been seen to substantially overlap in procedure/cost basis with the ERG). In this stage tests were selected will have independent billing status and are recognised as are safe, valid, necessary and independent. The next stage sets the fees. (Reported by Vaegan)

**EUROPE-AFRICA**
European ISCEV activities were well represented in the autumn of 2000 at the meeting of the European Association for Vision and Eye Research (EVER). This took place in Palma de Mallorca from 4-7 October 2000. There were eight papers in the session for electrophysiology of vision and in addition a special interest symposium had been organised by the Vice president for Europe and Africa, NR Galloway. This was entitled “Scanning Procedures in Ophthalmology”. The speakers in the latter were Dr Mathias Stelliger, Professor Manfred Fable, Professor Fred Fitzke and Mr Hatem Atta. As in 1999 the abstracts from EVER were published in “Ophthalmic Research”. This year the meeting of EVER will take place in Alicante in Spain where it is hoped that we shall see even more papers from members of ISCEV.

Florence Rigaudière <rigaud@ext.jussieu.fr> provides us with additional details on French Meetings: We are organizing a meeting on 29 September 2001 for the sixth time. The subject is not yet definitively chosen but will probably be “the visual exploration and corneal surgery”. For further information please contact Université Paris, 7 UFR Lariboisière Saint Louis, 10 avenue de Verdun, 75010 Paris tel +33 1 44 89 77 28, fax +33 1 44 89 78 23, email <isamoati@ext.jussieu.fr>
1. Opening by the President
The meeting is opened at 10.30, 15 February 2000 by the President, Professor Miyake. 159 members are present.

2. Minutes of the 1999 meeting
The minutes of the 1999 Membership Meeting are accepted as a true record and signed as such by the President. There are no matters arising.

3. Report of the Secretary-General
The Secretary-General (Professor Barber) presents his report for 1999, which has been published in the Newsletter. There are no matters arising from it.

4. Report of the Treasurer
The Treasurer (Professor Adachi) presents her report for 1999. She informs the meeting that henceforth membership dues will be stated and paid in USD.

5. Report of the Editor
The Editor (Dr Odom) gives his annual report, which has been published in the Newsletter. He asks that members note that manuscripts should now be sent directly to the publisher, Kluwer, rather than to him.

6. Proposals to change the Bye-laws

   6.1 Proposal to define the number of Members-at-Large on the Board of Officers
This proposal specifies the number of Members-at-Large, and introduces some regional constraint.

   Proposer: WW Dawson, Seconder: C Barber. The proposal is as follows:

        Article VI: Officers
        Section 1
        Add: the phrase: "six Members-at-Large, at least one from each of ISCEV’s three geographical areas"

   Voting takes place with the following result: For 158, Against 0, Abstention 1. The proposal is accepted.

   6.1A Rider to Proposal 1: Implementation

   The position of Board Member-at-Large exists to provide experience of working on and with the Board to members who may wish to serve ISCEV as executive Officers. The aim of this proposal is to ensure a steady supply of such experienced members, and with a reasonably uniform geographical distribution. However, if the proposal were enacted immediately, it would cause problems with phasing: too many Board Members-at-Large would change at the same time, which would be contrary to the spirit of the proposal. It is therefore suggested that, taking into account the existing number of Members-at-Large, and their expiry dates, one additional Member-at-Large be elected in 2001, and another in 2003.

   Proposer: WW Dawson, Seconder: C Barber The rider is as follows:

   Election of additional Board Members-at-Large:
   Each of the existing four positions of Member-at-Large shall be refilled upon completion of the current terms of office and, in addition, a new Member-at-Large shall be elected in 2001, and another in 2003.

   Voting takes place, the proposal is accepted unanimously.

   6.2 Proposal to change the status of the position of Secretary-General
This proposal changes the status of Secretary-General from an elected to an appointed Officer of the Board.

   Proposer: M Marmor & Y Miyake, Seconder: C Barber. The proposal is as follows:

        Article VI: Officers
        Section 1
        Add: the title "Secretary-General" to the list of officers.
        Add: the phrase: "of the three Secretaries will be Secretary-General"
        Add the following new Sections:
        Section 2
        The Officers of the Board shall be elected as specified in Article XII, except for the Secretary-General, who shall be appointed as specified in Section 3, below.
        Section 3
        A President-elect shall nominate one or more candidates for Secretary-General during the period between election and taking up office, informing the Board of Officers at least three months prior to its regular annual meeting. The Board shall appoint a Secretary-General from among the candidates nominated by the President-elect and the decision shall be ratified by a majority vote of the membership (either in attendance at the next regular meeting or by mail).
        Renumber the existing section 2 as section 4 and add the phrase: ", except the Secretary-General.
        Add the following new Section:
        Section 5
        The term of office of the Secretary-General shall be linked to that of each newly-elected President. It shall commence one year after the beginning of the Presidential term, and extend one year beyond the Presidential term. In the event that a Presidential term is shortened, the term of the Secretary-General will be shortened as well, so that the office ends one year after the next newly-President takes office.

   Voting takes place with the following result: For 157; Against 0, Abstentions 2. The proposal is accepted.

7. Elections
The President announces that elections are needed for the following Board positions:

   7.1 Vice-president (Asia/Australia) Position vacated by Miyake
Miyake presents the Board's candidates, Oguchi and Wu, and asks if there are further nominations from the floor. There are none. In the absence of the two candidates, the meeting approves by the majority of 50% each of these candidates, and so Oguchi and Wu will go forward to a mail ballot of all members eligible to vote.

   7.2 Vice-president (Europe/Africa) Position vacated by Galloway who is not eligible for re-election, having served two terms.
Miyake presents the Board's candidate, GFA Harding, and asks if there are further nominations from the floor. There are none. In the absence of the candidate, the meeting votes. Harding is elected unanimously
7.3 Secretary (Europe/Africa) Position vacated by Barber

Miyake presents the Board's candidates, Kellner and Tormene, and asks if there are further nominations from the floor. There are none. In the absence of the two candidates, the meeting approves by the majority of > 50% each of these candidates, and so Kellner and Tormene will go forward to a mail ballot of all members eligible to vote.

7.41 Member-at-Large Position vacated by Bach who is eligible for re-election, having served one term

Miyake explains that Bach is willing to stand again, and is the Board’s candidate. In the absence of the candidate, the meeting votes. Bach is elected unanimously.

7.42 Member-at-Large Position vacated by Spekreijse who is not eligible for re-election, having served two terms

Barber reminds the meeting that under the change in Bye-laws just approved, this position is restricted to candidates from the Americas. Miyake invites nominations from the floor. Nominations are put forward as follows:

Pierre Lachapelle, proposed by Ido Perlman, seconded by Carol Westall & Stuart Coupland
Bill Seiple, proposed by Karen Holopigian, seconded by Günter Niemeyer
Michael Marmor, proposed by John Heckenlively, seconded by Mitch Wolf
John Heckenlively, proposed by Emiko Adachi, seconded by Yoshihisa Oguchi

John Heckenlively declines to stand.

A secret ballot then takes place involving the other candidates with the result that Lachapelle and Marmor will go forward to a mail ballot.

7.5 Secretary-General

The President explains that under the change to the Bye-laws approved earlier in the meeting, he wishes to nominate Barber to continue to serve as Secretary-General, and this has the unanimous approval of the Board. Barber leaves the room for a short while; upon his return he is informed that the meeting has endorsed the President’s nomination and Barber is appointed Secretary-General for the period January 2001- December 2004.

8. Future Symposia

8.1 Symposium 2001

Lachapelle makes a presentation, describing the facility he and his team have chosen; Mont Orford, near Montréal, Québec, Canada. He reminds the meeting that the dates are Sunday 17 June - Friday 22 June. The topics are:

“The rise and fall of vision: from paediatric to geriatric visual electrophysiology”, and
“Visual electrophysiology and genetics: from animal models to clinical application”

8.2 Symposium 2002

Barber informs the meeting of the dates and topics for the Leuven/Belgium symposium, suggested by Werner Spileers and approved by the Board:

Dates: Tuesday evening 16 – Saturday evening 20 July 2002
Topic 1: “Degenerative diseases of the posterior pole, including ARMD”
Topic 2: “ Novel stimuli”

8.3 Symposium 2003

Miyake reminds the meeting that this symposium will be in Nagoya, Japan

8.4 Symposium 2004

Barber reminds the membership that Dawson has offered Puerto Rico the 2004 meeting. Heckenlively issues an invitation to Los Angeles.

8.5 Barber reminds the membership that there is an outstanding invitation to Egypt from Massoud, and this has been reinforced by the large contingent of participants from Egypt at the Sydney symposium.

9. Standards

9.1 ERG Standard

Marmor explains that problems have arisen due to the change in the way in which the “standard flash” is defined. He asks whether the definition should simply revert to the original one, and the meeting agrees.

9.2 PERG Standard

Bach describes the PERG Standard status as essentially finished, requiring only that he make some minor amendments resulting from the meetings held during the symposium. He asks whether he should simply make these and submit it for publication, or whether the membership feels that further consultation is necessary. The meeting votes overwhelmingly for immediate publication.

9.3 VEP Standard

Odom informs the membership of the meetings held during the course of the symposium and says that the revisions suggested will be publicised for further consultation, with the aim of presenting the final version at the Montréal symposium.

9.4 Multifocal Guidelines

Marmor outlines the suggestion to produce some multifocal guidelines and describes the preliminary discussions that have taken place. The meeting is strongly in favour of continuing with this initiative.

10. Report of the Organiser

Vaegan informs the meeting that the attendance has been exceptionally high, with over 185 participants in total.

11. Items from the Board Meetings

Barber informs the meeting of two Board appointments:

Holder is appointed Director of Education from 1 January 2001.
Bach is appointed Director of International Communication from 1 January 2001.

Any Other Business

A plea is made for more discussion time following the oral presentations at the symposium. Various suggestions are put forward. But none are felt to be an improvement on the present system whereby a total of 15 minutes is allowed, including up to 5 minutes discussion if the presenter plans it thus. In practice most speakers take the whole 15 minutes for their presentation. The Secretary-General is asked to ensure that the need to allow discussion time is included in the instructions to presenters at future symposia.

12. Closing of the meeting

The meeting is closed at 12.10

Colin Barber
Mr. LS Mohan Ram from India was elected Dodt awardee at the ISCEV meeting in Sydney.

The Eberhard Dodt Memorial Award commemorates the life and work of Prof Dr med Dr med hc Eberhard Dodt, former director of the Max-Planck-Institute in Bad Nauheim, and long-standing member of the advisory board of ISCEV. The award is given for the best presentation at the annual meeting to a young scientist (below 35 years of age) according to scientific excellence, the novelty and potential value and/or clinical usefulness and the quality of the presentation (taking into account the native language).

At the Sydney meeting, Mohan Ram presented a poster demonstrating the ingenious use of gold plated Sari silk. This can be used similar to a DTL fibre, suitable to pick up retinal signals for the PERG, ERG, and multifocal ERG. Not only is this an excellent example to draw from local sources, but it even may be advantageous compared to the DTL fibre due to its higher weight, keeping it possibly more stable.

Mrs. Elke Dodt, who regularly presents the Dodt award, could not attend the meeting this time. So our president Y Miyake read her letter to us to celebrate the occasion. Elke Dodt plans to attend the Canadian meeting and has not been idle in the meantime:

In March 2000, briefly after the Sydney meeting, she organized a concert entitled “More research – more vision”. The concert took place in Bad Nauheim, the home of late Eberhard Dodt in who's honour the award was inaugurated in 1996. Internationally renowned musicians, including Dr Mariko Mitsuyu (piano) and Soichiro Ono (horn), gave a rousing performance. The concert raised DM 13,000, which will ensure continuing thrive of the Eberhard-Dodt donation.

ISCEV Editor’s Report

As with most things in life there is good news and bad news regarding the journal during the past year of 2000. Also there are the data. I provide my usual summary table at the end of the report.

Background

At the membership meeting in Eilat in 1999, the ISCEV members voted to make Documenta Ophthalmologica the official journal of the International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision. As such, the purpose of Documenta Ophthalmologica is to promote the understanding and application of clinical electrophysiology of vision. Documenta Ophthalmologica publishes reviews, research articles, technical notes, brief reports and case studies which inform the readers about basic and clinical sciences related to visual electrodiagnosis and means to improve diagnosis and clinical management of patients using visual electrophysiology. Studies may involve animal or human subjects.

This year ISCEV will be evaluating our affiliation with Kluwer and determining whether to retain Documenta Ophthalmologica as our official journal. If ISCEV chooses not to maintain its affiliation we will need to determine another means of producing our journal. One strategy which will be on the floor will be the creation of an electronic journal.

Good News

Part of our agreement with Documenta's publisher, Kluwer, was to fill 6 issues per year. In 2000, we filled 6 issues. We seem poised to do the same in 2001. During 2000, there was a 29% increase in the number of regular submissions, which helps us toward our goal of not depending on special issues. However, we still fall short of a goal of 60 manuscripts submissions per year. Therefore, next year and probably for the next several years special issues will constitute a major portion of our efforts.

One exciting thing, which has happened in the last few months, has been the appearance of CevNET (Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision Network) under the direction of Scott Brodie. I have asked Scott to submit occasional summaries of interesting topics discussed on CevNET for the edification of those of us who do not have ready access to email. These will be regarded as editorials.

Bad News

One of the most disturbing aspects of the last year was the discovery that many of our members did not receive Documenta during the year 2000. If you are one of those who has not received issues in 2000, please contact Dr Bach so that your name can be added to the list of those who have not received their issues. I might also add that you might check whether your library has received the issues as we have discovered at least one library, which did not receive its year 2000 issues. Last year I announced that we would be changing our review procedures so that manuscripts were handled from Kluwer's offices in Dordrecht rather than my office in Morgantown. I was assured that this would greatly improve the efficiency of our operations. A brief glance at our summary statistics clearly shows that this has not been the case. Adding additional steps to the review process has greatly slowed down the process of reviewing manuscripts. An average of six weeks was added to our initial review time. Moreover, on those occasions when authors' wanted to know the status of their manuscripts, there was uncertainty about where manuscripts were in the process. Therefore, I have informed Kluwer that we will return to our previous procedure. In the future I ask that you send manuscripts to me, at the following address:

J. Vernon Odom, Ph.D., Editor-in-Chief
Documenta Ophthalmologica
West Virginia University Eye Institute
1 Stadium Road
Post Office Box 9193
Morgantown, WV 26506-9193
USA
Telephone: +1 (304) 598-6959
Telefacsimile: +1 (304) 598-6928
Electronic Mail: jodom@wvu.edu

Renewed Commitment

I have been pleased with the progress in manuscripts submissions this year. However, I have also feared that this trend will be halted by the poor performance this year in handling manuscripts. Therefore, in returning control of the review process to our hands I feel that we still need to improve on our prior performance, not just improve on Kluwer's performance. Therefore, Ms. Karen Murray, our Managing Editor, and I have examined our procedures and set up the following goals for ourselves. Our goal is to send authors information regarding the initial decision on their manuscript within 6 weeks of our receiving the manuscript.
Goals for Processing Documenta Ophthalmologica Manuscripts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Time for Step</th>
<th>Time from Receipt by Editor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Receipt of Manuscript</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inform author of Receipt</td>
<td>Within 1 week</td>
<td>1 week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify two reviewers willing to review Ms within two weeks (specify date).</td>
<td>Within 1 week of receipt</td>
<td>1 week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send out Ms to reviewers</td>
<td>Within 3 days of identifying reviewer</td>
<td>1 week, 3 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminder of review deadline sent to reviewers</td>
<td>Sent two weeks after manuscript</td>
<td>3 weeks, 3 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive both reviews</td>
<td>Specified date within 2 weeks</td>
<td>4 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Decision (Accept, Reject, Revise and rereview, Revise)</td>
<td>Within one week of reviews</td>
<td>5 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inform author of decision</td>
<td>Within one week of decision</td>
<td>6 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To make this schedule work, requires not only a commitment from Ms. Murray and myself, it also requires commitment on the part of the reviewers. It will be crucial that reviewers who agree to review manuscripts do so in a timely fashion. Having acknowledged that numerous factors may keep us from obtaining our goals, a major reason for setting these goals is to give us a framework for our expectations. If you sent a manuscript and you have not been informed of its receipt within 2 or 3 weeks, something may be wrong, you should feel free to contact us and ask if the manuscript has been received.

If you have not received word on a manuscript in two months be suspicious and contact us. It is taking too long either because we have slipped up or because of delays in reviewers. As always, you may send such comments either by regular or email to me, jodom@wvu.edu, or to the managing editor, Ms. Karen Murray, kmurray@hsc.wvu.edu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Documenta Ophthalmologica: Summary Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period (Submitted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Regular Submissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Still under review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Issue Articles Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Issue Articles Under Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Accepted Articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time for Initial Review (weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time for Decision (weeks)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Represents time from receipt by editor to decision by editor, time from receipt by publisher is longer.
**Partial Data through 5/15/2001

Education Director's Report

The ISCEV-Sponsored Teaching Course. The content of the ISCEV Teaching Course is developed by the Educational Committee of ISCEV, and this course is always given in English. The 4th ISCEV Teaching Course was given in the year 2000 in Sydney, Australia, in conjunction with the 38th ISCEV Symposium. Following the symposium, the 1st ISCEV Multifocal Course was offered. Both were highly successful.

The next Teaching Course will take place Saturday June 16th and Sunday morning June 17th, 2001, Manoir des Sables, Magog-Orford, Quebec, Canada, just before the 39th ISCEV Symposium. This course will be co-directed by Graham Holder, Ph.D., who takes over as Education Director July 1st, 2001, and Stuart Coupland, Ph.D., who is the Local Coordinator. The website for the Course can be found at the following internet address <http://is.dal.ca/~frembla/course.html>

Richard G. Weleber, MD, Education Director
The departing president, Dr Eberhardt Zrenner, in his address to the formal dinner, generously voted the 38th ISCEV in Sydney ‘the best conference ever’. We worked hard for the members and were honoured by this accolade. Australia is far from most places so there was economical accommodation to keep costs low. Consequently 215 registered and 45 accompanying persons came to present 180 abstracted papers, making it one of the largest meetings ever and the largest without a large base of local attendees. ISCEV has never had an Indian member so we were especially excited to see three new members from India and for one of them to win the Dodt Award (for the ingenious use of gold plated Sari silk as a sub-palpebral electrode). There were also substantial contingents from Egypt and Russia. Sydney weather was at its best and everyone enjoyed the famous sunshine, harbour, beaches, restaurants, wine and multicultural atmosphere of nearby Newtown. The finances were well balanced and there would have been a small surplus, which became a large profit (ca $A61,000) with the help of Sponsorship from Aventis, for the Vigabatrin Symposium on the final day. The money is held in a trust fund in Australia, waiting for the exchange rate to improve.

St John’s College of Sydney University gave us excellent accommodation and meeting facilities in traditional Victorian gothic ambience. The library, decorated with gilt and painted timber columns, where we held our lectures, the cloisters, dining hall and chapel with their large stained glass and leaded windows, all promoted quiet, scholarly, communication. The members worked hard in Committee and finalised revisions of the PERG and VEP standard and began work on a set of guidelines for the multifocal ERG and another revision of the ERG standard.

The manicured lawns and playing fields made a wonderful backdrop for our welcome reception and final picnic lunch. The stroll to the University Union for our formal dinner made the evening gracious and relaxed. The menu included many local specialties; Crocodile, Kangaroo, Emu and Macadamia ice cream. The outings helped everyone discover Sydney. There was a harbour cruise on the second evening. The half day tour explored local coastal bushland and waterways in Ku-ring-gai National Park. At the lunch stop we met a troupe of Australian Aboriginal dancers and guides who showed us examples of the preserved rock art in the area and taught us traditional dances and boomerang throwing. These native skills, plus an Emu parade to collect the litter and the modern local skill of hot pie eating, were the main tasks in the after lunch sports carnival.

The conference had four optional components. Two were training sessions. The fourth ISCEV course was held in the weekend before and was fully subscribed with 33 attendees. The first ever Multifocal Course, held the weekend after the meeting, was oversubscribed with 45 attendees, but we managed to accommodate them all. The course was so exciting that the lecturers were still together discussing finer points when the students had gone, after 10 days of conferencing together. There were two other very popular supplementary events. After the half days tour everyone was invited, and most came, to Vaegan’s surf club at Bronte beach, to see a surf carnival followed by a feast of fresh prawns and oysters, salads and barbeque with open bar at club prices. This event had a special outpouring of excitement and was particular a high point of good fellowship, pleasure and enthusiasm. After the conference over 100 people toured the Blue Mountains, west of Sydney, stopped at high lookouts including the Famous Three Sisters, lunched in an exhibition garden in a cool valley, and finished the day seeing hundreds of native animals and birds in the Featherston Park. We had a good time and hope you all did too.

Written and submitted by Vaegan on behalf of the Organising Committee - 38th ISCEV Conference

Philip Anderton, Brian Brown, Colin Barber Kelly Urquhardt, and Vaegan
The master throws a boomerang… and Mohan Ram follows suit, as yet unaware that he will receive the Dodt award

John Robson uses my solar-driven propeller cap to cool himself under Australia's sun

Ulrich Kellner during the outing, as yet unaware that Member's-at-Large duties await him

A multifocal presentation

Our illustrious president & a happy organiser bid us good-bye

Photos and commentary by Michael Bach.

---

**Future Symposia**

**2002**
The XXXXth ISCEV Symposium will be organised by Werner Spileers in Leuwen, Belgium.

**2003**
The XXXXIth ISCEV Symposium will be organised by Y Miyake in Nagoya, Japan.

**2004**
For the XXXXIIth ISCEV Symposium we have an invitation by WW Dawson to Puerto Rico and by JR Heckenlively to Los Angeles.

**2005**
A sizable contingent of participants from Egypt has reinforced a long-standing invitation from Massoud to Cairo, Egypt.
ISCEV Standard Revisions

PERG


Michael Bach, PhD, Chair PERG standardisation Committee
e-mail: bach@uni-freiburg.de

VEP

It is time to revise the ISCEV VEP standard. There was a meeting to discuss changes at the meeting in Israel and in Sydney. There are still a number of open issues. Therefore, we have scheduled further meetings during the Canadian meeting.

J. Vernon Odom, PhD, Chair PERG standardisation Committee
e-mail: jodom@wvu.edu

Multifocal ERG

A draft of the multifocal guidelines has been available on-line for ISCEV members. During the Canadian Symposium copies will be available, and a discussion meeting has been scheduled. We hope that the membership can vote on the guidelines at Orford.

Michael F. Marmor, MD, Chair mfERG standardisation Committee
e-mail: marmor@stanford.edu

Calibration Guidelines

Finally, it is time to revise the Calibration Guidelines. The committee has convened during the ARVO 2001 and hammered out further issues via email. A draft of the revised multifocal guidelines (2001) has been available on-line for ISCEV members. During the Canadian Symposium a discussion meeting has been scheduled and we look forward to the finishing touches.

Mitchell Brigell, PhD, Chair Calibration Guidelines Committee
e-mail: Mitchell.Brigell@pfizer.com

Web News

We established our ISCEV web site since 1996 and in 1999 we acquired the internet domain <www.ISCEV.org>. We have just prolonged our claim to this domain for 9 years. Apart from information about our society, the web site provides direct access to the ISCEV standards.

Amongst others, you will find there a list with the members' email addresses, and homepages, if known. As every year, I pledge your help in checking your (and your colleagues) entries there, since we miss a lot and also get a sizable number of address errors when sending ISCEV information to all members via email.

On our website there is also a pointer to the ISCEV on-line discussion list, "CEVnet". It has met with considerable success since going on-line in January 2001. The list manager, Scott Brodie, reported on the early experience with the list at ISCEV@ARVO. An additional feedback session is planned for the annual meeting in Quebec. Dr Brodie plans to offer summaries of the CEVnet discussions as a regular feature in Doc Ophthalmol.

My goal still is to provide a site with more content than glitz, loading rapidly, scalable to all screen sizes, and not relying on fancy features of the most recent browser version. Please check it out; I welcome constructive critiquing.

Michael Bach, PhD, Director of International Communication
e-mail: bach@uni-freiburg.de

Röver Obituary

We regret to inform you all that our friend Jens Röver passed away recently in a tragic glider crash. Jens was an active member of our society of long-standing, attending many meetings and serving as an officer in a role to elicit financial support from corporate members. His lab was one of the very few worldwide in which the ERG c-wave was routinely recorded clinically.

On a more personal note, Jens was my (Michael's) admired teacher when I entered Electro-Ophthalmology, patiently explaining pathology and reviewing patient records with me. I owe him the deepest thanks and warmest affection for introducing me to this field, and also to ISCEV. It was a pleasure to continue working with him when he left Freiburg, since we still had joint teaching duties. For over 25 years, I (John) spent many intimate moments with Jens as we often stayed together in the same room while attending ISCEV and other international meetings. He became for me the symbol of my German ancestry, and the source for whatever abilities I have in the language.

We will miss him. Our thoughts go towards his wife Elke, and to their two children, to help them sustain this grave loss.

Michael Bach, John Siegfried
Picture of Elke & Jens Röver courtesy Colin Barber
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